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Health is a state of complete 
physical, mental and social 
well-being and not merely the 
absence of disease or infirmity.
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IVAN ILLICH

HEALTH AS ONE'S OWN
RESPONSIBILITY - NO, THANK YOU!

Adaptation to the genetic, climatic, chemical and 
cultural consequences of growth is now described as 
health. Neither the Galenic-Hippocratic
representations of a humoral balance, nor the 
Enlightenment utopia of a right to “health and
happiness,” nor any Vedic or Chinese concepts of well-
being, have anything to do with survival in
a technical system. Health as function, process, mode 
of communication, health as an orienting behaviour
that requires management — these belong with the 
postindustrial conjuring formulas.
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IVAN ILLICH

There is the daily task of acccepting the fragility and 
contingency of the human situation. Yes, we suffer 
pain, we become ill, we die. But we also hope, laugh, 
celebrate; we know the joy of caring for one another; 
often we are healed and we recover by many means. 
We do not have to pursue the flattening out of human 
experience.

HEALTH AS ONE'S OWN
RESPONSIBILITY - NO, THANK YOU!
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Of all the worries the parent of an 
autistic child has, the uppermost is: 
Will he find love? Or even 
companionship? Somewhere along 
the line, I am learning that 
what gives my guy happiness is not 
necessarily the same as what gives 
me happiness.



EGE OPINION ON ICT IMPLANTS
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 Active and passive implants (energy source)
 Online and offline implants (connectivity)

Knowledge gaps by area:

• Human dignity, integrity and autonomy
• Privacy and surveillance
• Enhancement and human self-awareness
• Social aspects
• Risk predictability
• Implants for which special caution is 

needed

© retina implant ag



EXAMPLE OF MODIFIED HUMAN CONDITION

Source: E. Zrenner, Science 295, 1022 (2002) Alexei Grinbaum | 22 Oct 2014

“If a regular three-dimensional image is transformed into a two-dimensional 
excitation profile, the image would be represented by a two-dimensional array of 40 
by 40 excitation spots. When the light intensity is increased, each of the excitation 
spots enlarges and a more homogenous picture emerges. A further increase in 
luminosity causes… a blurred picture.”



CERNA OPINION ON RESEARCH IN ROBOTICS
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De la réparation à l’augmentation

[RAH-1] Ethique médicale
[RAH-2] Autonomie et intégrité de l’individu
[RAH-3] Réversibilité de l’augmentation
[RAH-4] Discrimination sociale induite par l’augmentation

Source: Y. Charlon et al., 
IRBM 34, 60-63 (2013)

What does it change for an Alzheimer patient to be 
permanently monitored and observed? Do they 
feel better or yet further diminished? 
Must the patch be detachable by the patient or 
should it be fixed so that the patient can never take 
it off? What other sensors can be integrated in the 
patch?



TRANSHUMANISM

An intellectual and 
cultural movement

that affirms the 
possibility and 
desirability of 
transcending the 
limitations of the 
human body

by using technology to 
eliminate aging and 
enhance human 
intellectual, physical, 
and psychological 
capacities.



“We are not fully human 
until or unless our 
biological bodies are 
somehow enhanced, if not 
outright transcended.”
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FUNDAMENTAL NARRATIVES

 Life

 Novelty

 Perfection

 Imitation

 Purpose

 Desire

 Responsibility

A;exei Grinbaum, CEA-Larsim
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